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with acknowledgements to
Jane Austen 

her long-lost novel
on the moral iniquities

of data analytics 
in the health sector
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A brief history of sensors

• Definition of a sensor
– "object whose purpose is to detect events or changes 

in its environment, and then provide a corresponding 
output"

• In practical terms, it's a computer input device
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The traditional computer sensor
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Disadvantages of human data entry

• Repetitive task leads to:
– mistyping
– misspelling
– entering data in the wrong place
– using incorrect units of measurement
– neglecting to fill in fields

• Can be mitigated by:
– data validation checks
– double entry

• Expensive to get perfect
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Ways of improving human data entry

• Do
– Reduce the time and space between information 

creation and data entry
– Input it as soon as the information is available

• Don't
– Write it down on paper and then transcribe it into the 

computer
– Write it down in one place and then enter it into the 

computer in another
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CASE STUDY: PATIENT 
DETERIORATION
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The problem

• Preventable deaths in hospitals
– [Hogan et al, BMJ Quality and Safety, 2012] study of 

1000 adults who died in 10 English hospitals in 2009
– 5% preventable (>50% chance)
– = 12,000 per year in England

• Causes:
– a clinician (or team of) is less competent
– someone of sufficient expertise sees patient too late
– the supply of clinical activity is finite
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Vital sign data used

• pulse
• respiration rate
• temperature
• blood pressure (systolic)
• O2 saturation
• supplemental oxygen
• AVPU score (alert or not)
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Collecting vital signs at the bedside

• 2006-2008 KTP with The 
Learning Clinic, developers of 
VitalPAC
– allows nurses to collect vital 

sign data at the patient's 
bedside

– data immediately stored in 
hospital systems

– doctors use a tablet-based 
interface

• Now in use at Portsmouth 
Hospitals Trust and about 50 
other hospitals
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ViEWS – VitalPAC Early Warning Score

• First EWS based on large scale data
• Derived from 198,755 observation sets from 35,585 acute 

medical admissions
• Outcome: mortality within 24 hours
• Evaluation

– discrimination: does the model discriminate between patients who died and 
those who didn't?

• AUROC = .888

• Superior to 33 other published EWSs
• Now adopted as the National Early Warning Score (NEWS)
• Key paper:

– Prytherch, D, Smith, G., Schmidt, P. and Featherstone, P. (2010) ViEWS -
Towards a national early warning score for detecting adult inpatient 
deterioration. Resuscitation, 81 (8). pp. 932-937.
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The "big data" difference
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Next: Collect vital signs autonomously

• Challenges:
– reliable sensors for all 

vital signs 
– attaching sensors to 

patients
– patient comfort / dignity
– cost

• Benefits:
– Continuous monitoring / 

frequency of observations
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WHAT IS CHANGING?
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Collecting information near patient 1

• New sensors
– wearables
– measuring the previously unmeasurable
– more accurate measurement

• Miniaturisation of devices
– making some measurements feasible
– reduced discomfort or indignity
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Collecting information near patient 2

• Mobile IT devices (laptops, smartphones, etc.)
• Mobile IT networks (Wifi, mobile phone 

networks, etc.)
• Ubiquity of phone and web-based applications
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What else is changing?

• Richer information can be shared
– no longer just summaries
– detail can be shared where previously only summary
– images as well as text

• Making healthcare more data driven:
– "down skilling" of care delivery
– development of a market for healthcare
– increasing number of partnerships between health 

and care providers
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GP systems
Out-of-hours services

Hospital systems

Ambulance systems
Personal monitoring /
Self-testing systems

Family and carers

Home systems
Care home systems

Personal fitness systems
Workplace monitoring

Pharmacy systems
Walk-in centres

Opticians, dentists, etc.
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Sources of information

• Hospital in-patient 
records

• Hospital out-patient 
records

• GP and other primary 
care records

• Out of hours services
• Ambulance service
• Treatment/walk-in 

centres

• Pharmacies
• Opticians, dentists, …
• Patient self-testing
• Home monitoring
• Care home monitoring
• Friends and family
• Sport/leisure monitoring
• Workplace monitoring
• Many more …



Some novel sensors

• Activity as exemplified by use of credit/debit 
cards, travel passes, etc.

• Retail loyalty cards
• Family/friends/carers/neighbours
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What can you do with quantity?

• Population-level analyses
– no longer just small cohorts

• Monitor whole life
– current state of the art is episode of care

• Assess risk to individuals
– mortality
– morbidity (e.g. bed stay, regular user)

• Specialised/focused to:
– condition
– physiological state (incl. age, chronic condition)
– relationship with environment
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Opportunities

• Information contributing to improving processes
– decision support
– better care (spot outliers)
– predict bad things and prevent

• Audit to gain knowledge
– symptoms 
– diagnosis
– treatment
– outcome

• Develop and integrate additional information sources
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Issues

• Integrating data
– identity
– provenance (quality)
– quantity
– timeliness (for diagnosis or prevention)
– centralisation (actual no, virtual yes)

• Confidentiality
– Big Brother
– obtaining consent
– implementing access controls

• Many patients assume that their records are already
integrated
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Observations

• Quality comes from closing the feedback loop
– patient is best quality checker
– clinician who records information is next best
– make quality part of the process



THE END
Jim.Briggs@port.ac.uk
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